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About the App

Visit NBMA provides information to
residents and visitors of New Bedford,
Massachusetts. The application , includes
things to do, eat, art and culture, and
transportation.
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FINAL ‘Visit NBMA’ Information Architecture

USER FLOWCHARTS

Charlie is a
34-year-old male who
lives in New Bedford,
Massachusetts. He’s a
college graduate and
is working downtown
as a restaurant owner.
He’s born and raised in
the city and is engaged
in the community.

USER FLOWCHARTS

Kendra is a 21-year-old
woman originally from Fall
River, Massachusetts. She
moved to New Bedford,
Massachusetts, to attend
UMASS Dartmouth’s
College of Visual and
Performing Arts and is
looking for something to
eat but is conﬂicted on
where to go. She visits
“Visit NBMA,” and ﬁnds a
menu for the Portuguese
restaurant Antonio’s, and
orders a Caçoila sandwich
through the app.

USER FLOWCHARTS

Susan is a
58-year-old woman
who lives in
Charlestown, West
Virginia. She’s looking
for a new summer
place to visit and
loves art and culture.
She finds a blog post
featuring New
Bedford’s art scene
and wants to take her
family to visit the
Whaling City.

Usability Testing

The testing procedure asks users to
complete ﬁve tasks within the app. The app
is currently constructed as a paper
prototype, and has been developed for the
prototype testing app, POP.

VISIT NBMA- Prototype Test

Usability Testers

Nora

Jeremy

Nora is a woman and resident of
New Bedford, Massachusetts.
Lenore is engaged with the
community, and loves spending
time in Downtown New Bedford.

Jeremy is a man and resident of
Fairhaven, Massachusetts.
Jeremy likes to occasionally visit
New Bedford, but doesn’t
necessarily know what’s going
on, or what’s happening in the
city.

Usability Testing Script
Hello,
My name is Drew Furtado, and I’m the developer behind a new cell phone application, “Visit NBMA.”
The app is designed to inform residents and visitors of New Bedford, Massachusetts of the various
offerings and events throughout the city.
I would love to get your feedback on the app, and ask you to run through 5 different scenarios of the
application. If you wouldn’t mind, I’d like to record this session so I can refer to your experience, and
add to my research. The test should take about 15 minutes.
This session will provide me with valuable feedback that can strengthen the app for future
development. Understand, I value your honest feedback. Please feel comfortable to speak candidly
with me.
The session will take place with me instructing you to perform five tasks related to the app. Please try
to think out loud, so I can best understand your thought process. I would like to see how you perform
these task independently, and I will not provide any guidance until after the testing has completed.

User Tasks
Task 1:
You have heard on the news that New Bedford, Massachusetts is home to the New Bedford Folk Festival.
Use Visit NBMA to visit the New Bedford Folk Festival Website.
Task 2:
A friend told you about this restaurant, Moby Dick Brewery, in New Bedford that had a new burger
special. Use Visit NBMA to locate Moby Dick Brewery on a map.
Task 3:
After viewing the New Bedford art documentary, Restart 2020, you are interested in viewing mural
located in the city. Use Visit NBMA to ﬁnd the location of the Jazz Mural on a map.
Task 4:
After viewing the Jazz Mural, you are curious about some of the other artists in the area. Use Visit NBMA
to ﬁnd information about Alison Wells.
Task 5:
You’d like to take your family to visit Martha’s Vineyard. You remember a friend mention you can take a
ferry from New Bedford, Massachusetts. Use Visit NBMA to locate tickets for the Seastreak Ferry.

Usability Testing: Jeremy

User Test #1 Jeremy

Usability Testing: Nora

User Test #2 Nora

Summary of Usability Testing Findings
Users were able to successfully navigate throughout the app, and reported that it was easy to navigate.
During testing, users were able to navigate using the site headers, and also utilized the collapsible menu to
ﬁnd what they were looking for. Only two of the ﬁve tasks included navigational errors.
During Task 1, users encountered difﬁculties navigating the “Explore” page, as the navigational header
disappeared in the scrolling pages. Users also did not realize the page was scrollable, and missed pages
that were available. One user got stuck, and was unable to get back to the main page, but was able to
ﬁgure out how to get back.
On Task 4, users had difﬁculties ﬁnding Alison Wells, and each user assumed the information was included
in the ‘Artist Studios,’ but was actually included in the ‘Galleries’ tab. The error leads me to believe that
combining Galleries and Artists together would streamline information.
Overall, users spoke highly of the app, and offered good feedback. Users suggested including a parking tab
nestled in the ‘Transportation’ section, and combining the ‘Galleries and Artists’ tabs together. Users
indicated they would install this app if it were available, and also reinforced the need for the app.

Paper Prototypes: Explore
Task 1:
You have heard on the news that New Bedford, Massachusetts is home to the New Bedford Folk Festival.
Use Visit NBMA to visit the New Bedford Folk Festival Website.

Paper Prototype: Eat
Task 2:
A friend told you about this restaurant, Moby Dick Brewery, in New Bedford that had a new burger
special. Use Visit NBMA to locate Moby Dick Brewery on a map.

Paper Proto Type: Art and Culture
Task 3:
After viewing the New Bedford art documentary, Restart 2020, you are interested in viewing mural
located in the city. Use Visit NBMA to ﬁnd the location of the Jazz Mural on a map.

Paper Prototype: Art and Culture
Task 4:
After viewing the Jazz Mural, you are curious about some of the other artists in the area. Use Visit NBMA
to ﬁnd information about Alison Wells, an artist in New Bedford.

Paper Prototype Transportation
Task 5:
You’d like to take your family to visit Martha’s Vineyard. You remember a friend mention you can take a
ferry from New Bedford, Massachusetts. Use Visit NBMA to locate tickets for the Seastreak Ferry.

High Fidelity Summary

Visit NBMA’s high ﬁdelity prototype is designed in
Adobe XD. I chose this application for its simplicity,
and powerful tools.
It took me almost no time to get started, and found
the prototype options to be intuitive, and made the
app feel professionally developed. I shot many
images for this project, and used New Bedford
images I captured over the years.
I also enjoyed the real time testing of the app on an
actual iPhone 10. Switching from the iPhone XD
app, to the desktop app was a breeze, and really
aided the development process.

High Fidelity Screens: Headers

High Fidelity Screens: Main Menu and Search Overlays

High Fidelity Screens: Explore

High Fidelity Screens: Eat

High Fidelity Screens: Arts and Culture

High Fidelity Screens: Arts and Culture

High Fidelity Screens: Transportation

Summary of improvements
Developing a high ﬁdelity prototype offered me many changes that improved the usability and user
experience of ‘Visit NBMA.’ The prototyping process allowed me to experience the app ﬁrst hand, and
gave me key insight on how the app should respond.
I realized quickly, that I needed to develop a ‘back’ button on my sub header pages. This added button,
allows users to navigate to the main pages easily. I also found that it was important to create a ﬁxed
header element that did not scroll with the screens.
The prototype process also inspired me to adjust the sequence of the main headers, subheaders, and
scrollable elements. I also reconﬁgured the hamburger menu, allowing users to learn about COVID 19,
and gave users an ability to ﬁnd New Bedford’s social media platforms. The hamburger menu was also
added to all pages, instead of the main headers in the paper prototype.
The addition of a search overlay demonstrates how users can quickly locate information.

Reflection
I am not an app developer, and this was my ﬁrst experience with UX. This process was fascinating to
participate in, and I’ve learned so much from this project.
Information architecture and high ﬁdelity prototyping was the most enjoyable process of app
development. I found structuring information to be fully rewarding, and felt satisﬁed once a chaotic
website was ﬁnally organized. I’m surprised to see how poorly many websites and applications are
designed, and leads my curiosity to challenge the status quo of web development.
Learning Adobe XD was excellent, and it was genuinely exciting to build a functional prototype. Frequent
testing allowed me to clean up the design, and gave me insight to how an application would work. I also
found having a usability testing session to be invaluable in the app development. The feedback promoted
stronger design, and forced me to confront my app’s weaknesses.
Overall, this project inspired me to rethink the app development process, and developed my personal
conﬁdence in UX.

